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!.Introduction ' . I . 

Extensive experimental and theo~etical studies oflepton pair production in hadron
nucleus ·and nucleus-nucleus collisions continue now in a wide kinematical range 
[1,2,3,4]. It is wor-th to emphasize that the main interest here is connected with some 
evidence that in these processes it a noticeable nuclear enhancement of the dileptons 
yield is possible which may be interpreted as a signal of the creation of new exotic 
phases of the. nuclear matter: quark gluon plasma at ultrarelativistic energies[5,6,7] 
and {super)heated and {super)dense hadronic phase in a state of thermodynamic 
equilibrium at energies of about a.dozen GeV[8,9,10]. It is clear that in this case 
the crucial moment is the correct extraction of the background mechanism such as 
the direct dilepton emission.· Moreover, the theoretical investigation of direct dilep
tons production is very interesting itself, since a great amount of different sources 
contribute to the' dileptons spectrum[! OJ: hard annihilation of partons existed in the 
colliding nuclei. before the interaction,i.e. the Drell-Yan {DY) mechanism; annihila-

• tion of secondary partons· (quarks, mesons) produced in the collision; decay of vector 
mesons; Dalitz decays of 71,w, tensor mesons and A-isobar; internal conversion of 
virtual photons produced by bremsstrahlung of quarks and hadrons during the colli
sion etc.. As well as, some theoretical models for concrete numerical calculations of 
dileptons production: in the kinematical range of their masses ,..., lGe V/ <? have been . 
establishedin refs.[l1,12,13,14]. But up to now the problem of a clear understanding 
of the dilepton spectrum at low masses remains' open. 

Especially quite a complicate kinematical region is that of the dilepton mass be
low 0.3GeV/2. Bremsstrahlung from nucleon-nucleon collisions and rescattering as 
well as Dalitz decays give the main contributions there[15,16]. Since in the resonance 
region the contribution of the vector mesons decays dominates, a possible enhance
ment of the dilepton yield in nuclear reactions in comparison with the proton~proton 
collisions becomes the central problem. This region seems to be more interesting 
owing to some unexpected predictions[6] about the rate of p0 -,w-,</>- meson yields 
in nuclear collisions. · 

Annihilation of the "primary" partons existing inside the systems before collisions 
and the "secondary" ones seems to be the main origin of the nuclear enhancement, 
whereas the annihilation of the pure secondary partons ought to give a smaller effect 
{for direct pairs) since each parton is produced in its own separate space-time volume. 
Further, for simplicity, annihilation of secondary and primary partons will be called 
the nuclear enhanced mechanism. This m~chanism has been considered in the frame
work ~f "the soft annihilation models"[10,11,12], however it is still open for further 
extension because one of these models does not include all aspects of the space time 
evolution of the collision process and another one contains unknown phenomenolog
ical parameters of secondary - parton distributions :fixed from comparisons with the 
same experimental data on dilept01_1 productions. 
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Obviously the naive extrapolation of the DY model into the low dilepton mass 
and low initia). energies. is absolutely incorrect from the point of view of perturbative 
QCD. But now there are many phenomenological parton models (so cal_led "quark 
gluonjets models"[17,18,19]) which have been proposed to take into account different 
characteristics of, the nuclear: collisions in a wide energy range· with a low limit up 
to few of GeV /nucleon and which phenomenologicaly include nonperturbative QCD 
effects. So, working in the framework of the same phenomenology it is useful to 
modify the DY model in order to use it at low energies. 

The aim of this work is the examination of the real yield of direct dileptons and 
nuclear enhanced effects at. energies "' 109~Vfnucleon on the basis of the ideas of 
quark parton fragmentation models. with parame£ers fixed from independent exper
iments. The paper is organized as follows: in sect.2 we discuss the vector meson 
decays contribution; in sect.3 we define the quark distributions in nuclei and consider 
nuclear enhancement of the dilepton yield owing the quark-quark and pion-pion an-. 
nihilation. In the last case we assume annihilation of secondary pions and exchanged 
pions inside nuclei (meson exchange currents (MEC)- contribution). Results of cal
culations and.comparison .with the available exPerimental data ~regiven in sect.4. 
Here we restrict' our consideration to the proton nucleus collision. Generalization to 
the nucleus-nucleus case will be done later. 

2. Decays of vector mesons 

The mechanism of the vector mesons decays contribution into the dilepton yield 
is depicted in fig. 1. ._. f 

A 

B 

Fig.1 Vector meson decay contribution. 

Parton model gives a simple formula for the cross section of this process: 

cr- . ':I!a':I!b u d -AB-+1+1- . 1 . ( d )ab-+V-+1+1-

dM2dydpt = ~ 1 d:I!a[Ga/A(:I!a)Gb/B(:I!b) + Gb/A(:I!a)GafB(:I!b)]Xa _ Zt 1rdt (1) 

· _ (zaZt-M2/s). _ (zt-M2/s)_ _ ±y. 2 _ Mf 
Zb - ( ) 1 ZQ - ( ) 1 Zt,2 - Te 1 T - 1 · Za - Z1 1 - :1!2 S 
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where Gctc(:I!) is the probability of finding, in the hadron C, a parton c with mo
'mentum fraction :I!j M;y,pt are the mass, rapidity and transverse momentum of the 
virtual photon respectively; Mf=pt2 + M 2; s is the mi.cleon~nucleon center of mass 
energy squared; and the cross section of the elementary subprocess ab-+ V-+ [+t
is as follows: 

d ab-V-+1+1- (i- 4p,2 /M2)i IT 12 
U _ ab-V-+1+1-

dt - 32s!b(27r)3 
(2) 

where J.L is the lepton mass. The amplitude Tab can be taken in a general form: 

T _ ~ 91Jv- P~JPv/P2 Uo-,(Pd'YvVo-2 (P2) 
ab- )IJ 2 2 + • r 9V-, 2 I . p -mv tmv v p 

(3) 

where mv and rv are the mass and width of the resonance; /~-' is the vertex form 
factor ab -+ V; Uo-

1 
v,;. are spinors of the leptons with momenta Pt,2 and polarization u 

and the coupling constant gv.,, which can be obtained from the V-mesoxi decay into 
[+[--pair: 

4 2 2 
r~l- = 7r0: 9v., 

3 m} 

Substituting cross section (2) into eq.(1) and using eqs.(3, 4) one can obtain 

duAB-+I+I

dM2dydpt 

1 

I 
. :I!~ 

= L: d:I!a[GafA(:I!a)GbfB(:I!b) + Gb/A(:I!a)Ga/B(:I!b)]-a- . . ~-~ 
au zo 

(4) 

(1 + 2p,2fM2)£2- 6(p,/M)4f~ rtrm(1- 4(p,/M)2)i ·(5) 
161r3 s!b M2((M2- m})2 + (mvfv)2) 

The cross se~tion ofthe "V"- meson creation can be found similarly: 

duAB-+ V . /l , Za':I!b f 2 
-, d- = L: d:I!a[Ga/A(:I!a)Gb/B(xb) + Gb/A(:I!a)GafB(xb)] 16 2 2 (6) 
·Y Pt ab .,

0 
• Za- Z1 1r Sab • 

Eqs.( 5, 6) allow us to express the cross section of pair production in a proton nucleus 
collision (A = p) with the cross section of vector meson creation in p~ interaction in 

the limit of p,2 ~ M 2: 

duAB-+1+1- - Rv .!. . fvb(p,) . duw-+v 

- ~ AB1r M 2((M2 - m})2 + (mvfv)2) dydpt ' 
(7) 

where R~.B is a projectile- target factor, and b(p,) = (1- 4(p,/M)2.)i. This relation 
has a general character in spite of that it has been obtained in the parton model 
which is correct at ultrarelativistic energies. 
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Thus, the central problem becomes to obtain duPP-v fdydpt. The fragmentation 
models overestimate this cross section. For example the widely popular Lund model 
gives uPP-P0.=6.3 mb [20] atE= 24GeV which is about twice the experimental value 
(3.5 + 0.4mb)(20,21). Of course one can "improve" the model by correcting of its 
parameters or by addinq of the new ones. But for our aim the straight way is to use 
an analytical approximation of the experime~tal data[21]. So we take 

dupp-V 2 4 2 E M cosh(y) 
-d- = 3.32(1- XR) . exp( -3.6p1 )[mbj; XR = -E = E (8) 
~~ ~ ~ . 

which gives the following values for the total cross sections: uPO(E = 24 GeV)=3.44 
inb, ui>o(E = 12 GeV)=1.8 mb, uPO(E = 5 GeV)=P.26 mb. The creation of¢>- mesons 
consisted of two strange quarks is suppressed by the factor 82, where 8 is the ratio of 
K+ j1r+- yield: 8 :::::J 0.1. 

Note that equation (7) is determined in the vicinities of resonances and can give 
a wrong prediction outside of it. 

3. Nudear enhancement 

Let assume that dynamical nuclear enhancement occurs because of annihilation of 
the secondary partons quarks - q• and pions - 1r* with the primary nuclear quarks and 
exchanged pions inside the nucleus respectively. Annihilation among the secondary 
partons is neglected because they are produced in different space - time volumes and 
the corresponding contribution to the dileptons yield seems to be negligible. 

Annihilation q•q . 

The parton model gives the following expression for q*q- annihilation: 

duq*q 47ra2 • 

--, -d = R~B 9M4 b(p) L e~XaXb[q:/A(xa)qb/B(xb) + qb/A(xa)q:/B(xb) + q +-> q) (9) 
Y ab 

where qitcC x) is the distribution of a i-th quark produced by the fragmentation of the 
hadron (nucleus) C , R:AB is the nuclearfactor. 

At lab. energies below one hundred GeV /nucleon the hadronization length is of 
the order of magnitude of the mean nucleon-nucleon separation in a nucleus or smaller 

. [22]. This means that all secondary quarks are confined in "quark- gluon strings" 
and the distribution qi1c(x) can be found in a convolution approach: 

qitcCx) = j q;,.(z)sc(y)8(x- yz)dydz (10) 

where qi/• is the quark distribution in the "string" and sc is the distribution of the 
"strings" .which can be calculated in the fragmentation models. It was found that 
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sc practically coincides with the distribution of the secondary pions. So we choose: 
q;,.(x) = q;,,..(x) and sc(x) = 1r(;.(x),where q;,.(x) is the quark distribution in a pion 
and sc(x) = 1r(;.(x) is thepion spectrum 

'~~"c(x) =_!_due .... ,. 
Utotd;- ' 

(11) 

For further numerical calculation we have employed the following expressions for 
duP-" [23,24,25): 

_!_E duw-,.+ _ { 1.88(1- 0.86x)3 ·3(1- x)0·2z1(p1), E "'.10GeV 
Utot " dp,. - 1.50(1- x)3·4zh(Pt), E"' 100GeV 

duP_,.- · E · 
ZJ(Pt) ~ e-6

·
1
P' 1 Zh(Pt) ~ e-4.1p,j d ,..+ ~ 0.3e-O.Slzj X = -E ,. • (12) 

. (/~ 11'm4Z 

Using eqs.(9, 10) one can obtain the final result for the q*q- annihilation contri
bution in the form: 

d q•q 4 2 1 
_u _ _ R* 1ra b( )" 2 j . x1x2 x1 
dM2dy- 1B9M4 JL "7-ei dz'T! (z)-;_;;-[q;f,.(a)(qi/B(x2)+qi/B(x2IJI.3) 

~~ . 
'M 

X - ±y 
1,2 - Vs.....: 2MN e ' (14) 

where MN is a nucleon mass, E,. is a pion energy. Definition of the scale variables 
x1,2 given by eq.(14) takes into account the ~ass correction which becomes essential 
at low energies and assumes that the partons energy is limited not by the total but 
kinetic energy ofa hadron. Using eq.(14) instead of usual DY- scale variables leads 
to a more sharp decrease of the cross section (13) with increasing M. The coeffi:cient 
a in eq.(13) couples the scale variable x1 and the radial variable z = E.,J E,.maz: 

a= 2E1rfflaz/(Vs- 2MN)· 
Quark distributions for the free nucleons can be taken from the analysis of deep 

inelastic scattering and in our further calculations we have used the following expres-
sions [26]: . 

up(x) = dn(x) = 2.69x-0
·
42(1- x)2·7 + 0.2(1- x)7 fx 

dp(x) = un(x) = 1.56x-0
·
42(1- x)3

·
7+ 0.2(1.:._ x)7 fx (15) 

Up,n = dp,n = 0.2(1- xf /x 

q;,,.(x) = q;1;.(x) = 0.75(1- x)/.;; + 0.15(1- x)5 fx . (16) 

The quark distribution in a nucleus normalized to the atomic weight differs from 
the corresponding distribution in a free nucleon because ofthe influence ofthe nuclear 

- Fermi motion and multinucleon (multiquark) correlations at short distances which are 
essential in the vicinity of x"' 1 [25,27]. So following the papers [25,27] we choose: 
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qA(:z:} == L Pfq~c(:z:}, . (17} 
. lc=1 

where 

1 

1 J dy :Z: A q1(:z:} =A -qN(A)N1 (y) 
:e/A y y . 

(18} 

• is the quark distribution in a intranuclear nucleon smeared by the Fermi motion -
Nf(y}, andq~c(:z:) (k ~ 2} is the contribution of the short-range multinucleon correla
tions which eXist in the nucleus with the pr~bability Pf::::! {re/r0)3(1c-1) f(k -1}! (2:::; 
k~A): . 

1 .. 

1 J dy :z: q~c(:z:) = k -q.N(-,;-)N~c(y) 
:e/lc y . y 

(19} 

N~c(y) = Ny7 (1- y)2"-13, f N~e(y)dy = 1. 

The momentum distribution Nf(y) has been calculated in the framework of the "co
herent fluctuation" model [25,28] which describes the main characteristics of nuclei, 
and the result is close to the theoretical values obtained by other authors[29] in their 
microscopical calculations, including nucleon-nucleon correlations. All the other pa
rameters of qA(:z:} have been chosen as to obtain the best description of the deep 
inelastic lepton - and hadron - nuclei scattering data, and they are: -y = 0, {3 = 
1.5,(refr0) = 0.42 .. Note that in the range of :z: :::; 0.8 the distributions qA(x} and 
qN( :z:) are almost the same with an accuracy of the order of the nuclear EM C - effect 
or about few per cents. 

Annihilation 11"*11" 

In this case the additional dileptons are created in ·annihilation of the secondary 
. pions produced in hadron nucleus interaction with the exchanged meso_n field in the 

nucleus. This MEC contribution can be calculated in the same way as in the deep 
inelastic scattering which has been widely discussed in the connection with the EMC 
- effed[30]. It was found that an enhancement ·of the meson field in a nucleus as 
compared with the free nucleons is small (about one percent per nucleon} but enough 
to be ·seen in the EMC - like processes. Here we use the result of papers [26,31], 
where a self - consistent method has been developed with taking into account all 
kinds of meson exchange diagrams. Self-consistency means that the same mesons 
(with their meson-nucleon vertices} define both the OBE - potential and the MEC 
diagr~ms. An enhanced 'meson fieid was found out. It may be treated as eXistence 
of the extra mesons (pions) in a nucleus and the result 9f the numerical calculation 
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may be represented by the analytical approximation: 

11"A{:z:} = J dpt11"A{:z:,pt)::::! 3.61:z:1"4(i- :z:}10 • (20} 

Then, the contribution of the 11"*11"- annihilation to the dilepton production can be 
written as: 

du"'·"' * 411"a2 
2 :z:1:z:2 * :z:1 4m! 

dM2dy = R1B 3M 4 b(JL}A(M }[~1r (~}1rB(:z:2)](1- M 2 }, (21) 

where A(M2 ) is the sum of 11"+11"---+ p, 11"+11"- --+ p'. vertex form factors squared [7]: 

( 
2) ~ 1.2 0.12 

A M ~ (M2 - m2)2 + m2f2 + (M2 - m2 )2 + m2 f2 
P PP • P' f"pt 

The nuclear enhancement mechanism described by eqs.( l3, 21) with their own 
atomic weight dependence occurs only in nuclear reactions and disappears in p~ 
collisions. . 

4. Results and discussion 

The calculations of the dilepton (e+e-} yields from proton-nucleus (p-9 Be) coi
lisions were performed for different dilepton sources and the results are. shown in 
Figs.2,3 for two energies. Parani~ters of the resonan:c~s were taken from ref.[32]. The 
target factors RPv A , RP* A in eqs.(7};(13}, (21) are determined by the total inelastic 

I T I T . 

nucleon-nucleon cross section u;n::::! 32mb, the total cross section of the interaction of 
the secondary partons (q*, 1r*} with a nucleon- u*, nuclear density PA7-(r) and in the 
Glauber approximation have the usual form: 

V .JR oo • Rp,A = 21rbdb J dzpA(b, z}e -0';,. _[ PA(b,z')<b' (22) 
0 -oo . 
R · 00 

. . -0';,. J PA(b,z')dz' 00 

R;,A = J 21rbdb J dzpA(b, z)e -oo • u* J PA(b, z')dz' . (23) 
0 -oo .z 

which in the constant density approximation (PA(r) = poB(R- r}, R = roAl, Po = 
. 0.17(/m-3 }, r0 = 1.12/m) transfer to the simple expressions: 

Aa. 1 

R~ = -;-J dt(1 - e-b(A,t)) 
0 

At 1 

R:A = -i-c J dt(1- (1 + b(A, t)e-b(A,t)) 
0 
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where a = ( 4/3)uinPoro ~ 0.81, b(A, t) = 1.5aAt Vf"=t, c = u* / Uin "' 1. Note that 
the eqs.(24, 25) give the result. which is very close to the prediction of eqs.(22,23) 
with using of realistic Woods-Saxon nuclear density distribution. · 

All calculations take into. account the nucleon Fermi motion in the target nucleus 
on the base of the prescription done by eq.{18). 

A-1d2o/dMdy, J..tb/(GeV/c2
), y=O 

10 2 1 II II II I I I I. II II I I II I ... .' II II iij 1 i 11 11 iij ll 10 2 

E=13GeV 

1 

' -......... 

';,~--~- ' 

I ' .. , 
/ \ '' .... , ..... 

/ \ ,,, ' 

/ ' \ 

2 I 

E=400GeV 

1 

10 -2 

10 _, 

10 -II 10 -· 

0.2. ~.2 2:2 . 1 ... 10 M, GeV/c
2 

F1g.2. The d1lepton (e+e-} mvanant mass dutnbutton. Uurves: . 
1-vector meson decay, 2-MEG contribution, 3-qq*-annihilation, 

4-na~ve DY extrapolation. 

One can see that the main contribution in the resonant range comes from the 
vector mesons decays- curves 1 in Fig.2. At high energy, for completeness, eq.( 7)has 
been added by the contribution of the J /1/J and 1/J' decays which has been calculated 
with cross sections dupp-->V taken in the form [33]: . 

duJN · duJN BJN rem 
--"' 71(1- )4•3B-JN[ b]· -0 017· Bv -·~ · dy - . :z: n I du.P' B"'' - . , - rv-

The contribution of the MEC is shown by curves 2, and curves 3 correspond to 
. the dilepton yield from q*q- annihilation. Curves 4 represent an illustration of the 
naive extrapolation ofthe DY prediction with the mass correCtion (eq.(14)). The 
contributi<;m of MEC reaches its maximum value at :z: ~ o:2s. This means that at . 

· M ~ mp the maximum contribution will come at an initial energy E "' 12GeV and 
is order of values smaller than the resonant contribution. At high energies the con
tribution of MEC is negligible. The relative dilepton yield from the q*q- annihilation 

·has an opposite tendency- increases at high energies and becomes very small at low 

/ 
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ones. It should be noted that in the vicinity of the resonances this prediction is cor
rect with the accuracy of an order of magnitude. The picture should be completed 
by nonperturbative qq- annihilation form factor. Its incorporation may intensify the 
corresponding yield, but nevertheless it seems to contribute a very small correction .. 

A-
1
/0dC1/dM. ~tb/(GeVjc") A-110d1C1/dMdy. ~tb/(GeV/c1). y=O 

10 10 

1 t. + + 
I E=4.9GeV 

ttf ttt 

10-'! 
10 -2 

1 .. 
10 -l 

10 -e 

I 
.... 

' 
- . ... 

/ 

' 
10 -· ' 

2 

10 -· 
I \:\ I 3\ 
I 

I 
\ 'i ~ 10 _, \ 

2\ 
\ 

0 0.5 1.0 

'j'o~ 
0 0.5 1.0 M, GeV/c2 

Fig.3. The dilepton (e+e-} invariant mass distribution. 
Curves: 1-vector mespn decay, 2-MEG contribution, 3 ~ 
calculation without Fermi-motion. Experimental data wre 
taken from refs.{2,3} 

Fig.3 shows the comparison with the available experimental data refs.[2,3]. Curves 
1 correspond to the vector mesons decay contribution and curves (2) are the MEC 
calculation. Dashed line is when the Fermi motion is excluded. 

The calculation predicts sharp w, 4>- resonances peaks which have not been seen 
experimentally. Except of the comparably narrow regions around resonances one 
can see a qualitative agreement between the calculation and experimental data at 
M c2 ~ 0.4Ge V. At the lower mass the bremsstrahlung photons and Dalitz decays 
must be included[13,14,15,16] . 

Further investigations seem to be important with an improvement of the accep
tance in order to observe the narrow resonances, to study the v~ctor-meson creation 
and to search for the collective phenomena. 

We would like to thank Drs. E.Bratkovskaya, S.Gerasimov, B.Kampher, V. Toneev, 
Yu.Umnikov and P.Zarubin for many helpful discussions on different aspects of the 
dilepton production in nuclear prpcesses. / 
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